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Direct Measurement of Superluminal Group Velocity and Signal Velocity in an Optical Fiber
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We present an easy way of observing superluminal group velocities using a birefringent optical fiber
and other standard devices. In the theoretical analysis, we show that the optical properties of the setup
can be described using the notion of ‘‘weak value.’’ The experiment shows that the group velocity can
indeed exceed c in the fiber; and we report the first direct observation of the so-called ‘‘signal velocity,’’
the speed at which information propagates and that cannot exceed c.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Basic scheme. By carefully adjusting
the direction of both PBS, one can modify the group velocity
of the pulse.
The physics of light propagation is a very timely topic
because of its relevance for both classical [1] and quantum
[2] communication. Two kind of velocities are usually
introduced to describe the propagation of a wave in a
medium with dispersion !�k�: the phase velocity vph�
!
k and the group velocity vg �

@!
@k . Both of these velocities

can exceed the speed of light in vacuum c in suitable
cases [3]; hence, neither can describe the speed at which
the information carried by a pulse propagates in the
medium. Indeed, since the seminal work of Sommer-
feld, extended and completed by Brillouin [4], it is known
that information travels at the signal velocity, defined as
the speed of the front of a square pulse. This velocity
cannot exceed c [5]. The fact that no modification of the
group velocity can increase the speed at which informa-
tion is transmitted has been directly demonstrated in a
recent experiment [6]. Superluminal (or even negative)
and, on the other extreme, exceedingly small group ve-
locities, have been observed in several media [7]. In this
letter we report observation of both superluminal and
delayed pulse propagation in a tabletop experiment that
involves only a highly birefringent optical fiber and other
standard telecommunication devices.

Before describing our setup, it is useful to understand
in some more detail the mechanism through which
anomalous group velocities can be obtained. For a light
pulse sharply peaked in frequency, the speed of the center
of mass is the group velocity vg of the medium for the
central frequency [3]. In the absence of anomalous light
propagation, the local refractive index of the medium is
nf, supposed independent on frequency for the region of
interest. The free propagation simply yields vg � L=tf
where L is the length of the medium and tf � nfL=c is
the free propagation time. One way to allow fast-light and
slow-light amounts to modify the properties of the me-
dium in such a way that it becomes opaque for all but the
fastest (slowest) frequency components. The center of
mass of the outgoing pulse appears then at a time t �
tf � hti, with hti the mean time of arrival once the free
propagation has been subtracted; obviously hti< 0 for
fast light, hti> 0 for slow light. If the deformation of
the pulse is weak, the group velocity is still the speed of
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the center of mass, now given by

vg �
L

tf � hti
: (1)

This can become either very large and even negative
(hti ! �1) or very small (hti ! 1)—although in these
limiting situations the pulse is usually strongly distorted,
so that our reasoning breaks down.

We can now move to our setup, sketched out in Fig. 1.
The medium is a birefringent optical fiber of length L,
whose refraction index is nf ’

3
2 for the telecommunica-

tion wavelength 1550 nm. The fiber is sandwiched be-
tween two polarizers. This setup is also known in
classical optics as a Lyot filter [8]. As shown in [9], this
simple situation can be described with the quantum for-
malism of weak values [10]. In fact, the three essential
ingredients of weak values are present here: (I) The input
polarizer allows the preselection of a pure polarization
state j 0i. (II) The birefringent fiber performs a premea-
surement of polarization by spatially separating the two
fibers’ eigenmodes, supposed to be described by the ei-
genstates jHi and jVi of�z—that is, we choose z to be the
birefringence axis. This premeasurement, known in tele-
communications physics as polarization-mode dispersion
(PMD), is weak whenever the temporal shift �� [the so-
called differential group delay, (DGD)] between the two
eigenmodes of the fiber is much smaller than the coher-
ence time tc of the optical pulse. (III) The output polar-
izer performs the postselection on another chosen
polarization state j�i. The mean time of arrival of the
optical pulse can be expressed as a function of a weak
value W [1,9]:
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FIG. 2 (color online). Index of refraction and absorption
coefficient versus frequency for W0 � WR � �60.
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Re
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h�j i

�
(2)

where j i is the polarization obtained by the free rotation
of j 0i in the fiber. Thus, hti is in principle unbounded: by
carefully choosing j 0i and j�i, i.e., the direction of each
polarizer, one can tune the group velocity (1) to any
desired value. In summary, by appending two polarizers
at the ends of a birefringent fiber, one creates an effective
medium whose dispersion and absorption properties de-
pend on the pre- and postselection; in this effective me-
dium, the group velocity can be increased or decreased by
an arbitrary amount by merely choosing the orientations
of two polarizers.

The rest of the paper is organized in three parts: first
we derive the optical properties (dispersion and absorp-
tion) of our effective medium, stressing the role of the
weak value W. Then we describe the experiment and
present our main results in Figs. 4 and 5. We shall con-
clude by comparing our experiment to a related one [11],
and by stressing the differences with other fast-light and
slow-light techniques.

Theoretical analysis.—For any linear medium in which
light propagates, the absorption coefficient ��!� and the
index of refraction n�!� are defined through

G�!� � e���!�Lei��n�!�!�=cL (3)

where L is the length of the fiber, and where G�!� is the
linear response function which characterizes the evolu-
tion of a plane wave of frequency ! in the medium:
e�i!t ! G�!�e�i!t. The calculation of G�!� for the ef-
fective medium sketched in Fig. 1 has to take polarization
into account. The first polarizer prepares the state

j 0i � e�i!t � �a0jHi � b0jVi� � e�i!t (4)

where jHi and jVi are the eigenmodes of the fiber, the
eigenstates of the Pauli matrix �z for the eigenvalues �1.
As discussed in Ref. [9], the evolution of the polarization
of the plane wave because of birefringence is given by the
unitary operator ei!���z=2, which describes a global rota-
tion around the z axis of the Poincaré sphere —with our
conventions, jHi is the slow mode and jVi is the fast
mode. So, the state that reaches the second polarizer is
j �!�i � einf!L=ce�i!t where one recognizes the phase
acquired during free propagation through the fiber and
where

j �!�i � a0ei���=2�!jHi � b0e�i���=2�!jVi: (5)

The second polarizer is represented by the projector on a
polarization state j�i � a1jHi � b1jVi. So the output
state reads j�i �G�!�e�i!t with a response function [12]

G�!� � einf!L=c�A� B�F �!;W0� (6)

where we have written A � a�1a0 and B � b�1b0,
F �!;W0� � cos�!��=2� � iW0 sin�!��=2� and where
203902-2
W0 �
A� B
A� B

�
h�j�zj 0i

h�j 0i
� WR � iWI (7)

is the weak value involving the orientations of the two
polarizers [13]. Note that this is not the weak value that
enters the mean time of arrival (2): that one is computed
using j �!�i instead of j 0i; using (5), one obtains

W �
WR � i�WI cos!���

1
2 �1� jW0j

2� sin!��

jF �!;W0�j
2 : (8)

From (3) and (6) it is straightforward to derive expres-
sions for the absorption coefficient ��!� and the index of
refraction n�!�. For simplicity, the global phases of both
polarization states j 0i and j�i are chosen such that �A�
B� is real and contributes thus only to the absorption. The
results are

��!� � �
1

L
�ln�A� B� � lnjF �!;W0�j (9)

n�!� � nf �
c
L!

arctan
�

WR

cot�!��=2� �WI

�
: (10)

From n�!�, one can derive the group index ng�!� � n�
! dn

d! . Using (8) and (2) one finds

ng�!� � nf � c
��
2L

ReW � nf �
c
L
hti: (11)

This gives exactly the behavior (1) for the group veloc-
ity—indeed, both derivations are based on the assump-
tion that the coherence time of the pulse is large
compared to ��. When ReW � WR

jF �!;W0�j
2 is small, the

second term in (11) disappears and ng � nf: this is nor-
mal propagation, obtained for most choices of the pre-
and postselection. The conditions ReW � �1 are ob-
tained for the slow and the fast polarization modes of
the fiber, j 0i � jHi and jVi, respectively. When ReW >
1, we obtain the slow-light regime; when ReW <�1, the
fast-light regime. In particular, since nf ’

3
2 , superlumi-

nal group velocity (ng < 1) requires ReW <� L
c�� , nega-

tive group velocity (ng < 0) requires ReW <�3 L
c�� .

In Fig. 2, the absorption coefficient (9) and the index of
refraction (10) are plotted for different weak values.
When WR increases, the slope of the index of refraction
becomes steeper: a larger positive (negative) group delay
203902-2
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FIG. 4 (color online). In the three figures, the reference pulse
(dashed line) has been normalized for convenience.
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corresponds to a slower (faster) group velocity. It is also
clear from Fig. 2 that a strong absorption occurs whenever
the change in the group velocity is important. Although
these features are usual in their qualitative formulation,
we note (as the authors of Ref. [11] did) that the standard
Kramers-Kronig relations do not apply: these relations
predict that the absorption coefficient (’’imaginary part
of the index’’) determines uniquely the index of refraction
(’’real part’’), and vice versa; while in our case, the same
absorption is associated with different dispersions.
Modified Kramers-Kronig relations have been discussed
in [14]. However, a full study of the question lies beyond
the approach presented here, because our Equation (6) for
G�!� is valid only in a limited frequency range —e.g., the
index of the fiber is not constant over all possible
frequencies.

Experiment.—The experimental setup is sketched out
in Fig. 3. As a source and for detection we use an optical
time domain reflectometer (OTDR). This is a telecom-
munication instrument designed to measure loss profiles
of fibers: it sends short laser pulses and analyzes the
amount of back-scattered light as a function of time.
Here we use a commercial prototype OTDR working in
photon counting mode at the telecommunication wave-
length $ � 1:55 %m [15]. It contains a pulsed
distributed-feedback laser (DFB) (�& ’ 500 MHz , pulse
duration 2 ns) and a gated Peltier-cooled InGaAs photon
counter (gate duration 2 ns). The photon counting OTDR
is well adapted to this experiment since it allows to
monitor the optical pulse, even in the presence of strong
absorption. The birefringent fiber is a polarization main-
taining (PM) fiber of length L � 1:5 m, with a DGD
�� � 2:66 ps, measured with an interferometric low-
coherence method [16]. The fiber is placed between two
polarizing beam splitter (PBS) cubes with specified ex-
tinction ratios of 50 dB. Both cubes are mounted on
rotational stages, allowing a precise alignment of pre-
and postselected polarization states. Furthermore a mi-
crometer step motor permits to slightly change the length
of the fiber. This allows alignment of the postselection
also in the x-y plane of the Poincaré sphere, since polar-
ization is rotating around the z axis in the fiber.

The crucial part of the experiment is the alignment of
both PBS cubes. The input polarizer has to be aligned at
45 � relative to the fiber’s axis [17]. This is done by
injecting incoherent light (from a light-emitting diode)
into the system and minimizing the degree of polariza-
tion at the output of the PM fiber. For the postselection,
the position of the second PBS cube and the length of the
Pulse
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Optical time
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FIG. 3 (color online). Experimental setup.
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fiber are adjusted such that transmission through the
system is minimum.

A first set of results is presented in Fig. 4. Figure 4(a)
shows the data of a sequence of successive measurements
on a dB scale. The largest curve is the reference pulse, i.e.,
the pulse in the normal regime, without any specific
alignment of the PBS cubes. Between each measurement
the postselection is slightly changed, in order to decrease
transmission: we observe that the lower the transmission,
the higher the group velocity, in agreement with the
theory. In addition, Fig. 4(a) clearly illustrates the differ-
ence between group and signal velocities [4]. In fact, even
though the group velocity is higher for each successive
curve, the signal velocity remains constant and equal to
c=nf, since the front parts of all pulses are strictly iden-
tical. Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) show, respectively, a fast-light
and a slow-light example. The measured data are plotted
together with the reference pulse (dashed curve) and a
fit (smooth solid curve). The fit is obtained by applying
the following transformation to the observed intensity
of the reference pulse Iin�t�: Iin�t� ! Ain�t� �����������
Iin�t�

p
!
FFT
Ain�!� ! Aout�!� � G�!�Ain�!�!

FFT
Aout�t� !

Iout�t� � jAout�t�j2, where FFT is a discrete Fourier-
transform procedure. The first step of this fitting proce-
dure assumes the reference pulse to be Fourier-transform
limited; the slight discrepancies found between the data
and the fits (in the front and back parts of the pulses) are
(a) Sequence of measurements obtained by varying the orien-
tation of a polarizer, in a log scale. The stronger the absorption,
the larger the group velocity, as expected. However, the pulse is
distorted in such a way that its front travels with a constant
speed, the signal velocity c=nf. (b), (c) Examples of measure-
ments of fast light and of slow light, in a linear scale, together
with theoretical fits (smooth solid curve). The real weak value
W obtained from the fit is given.
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FIG. 5 (color online). Fast-light and slow-light curves com-
pared to the reference pulse, whose center is marked by the
dashed vertical line. The solid vertical line marks the position
of the summit of a pulse that would have travelled at speed c.
The fast pulse shows superluminal group velocity.
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probably due to this approximation. The fitting parameter
is the weak value W, supposed to be real. Note that in
4(b), jWj lies below L

c�� ’ 2000, the value needed in order
to demonstrate superluminal group velocity. To reach that
bound, much longer input pulses are needed. We replace
the OTDR source by an external source: a DFB laser
(�& ’ 2 MHz) working in continuous wave mode, modu-
lated by an external electro-optic modulator. This source
creates nearly Gaussian pulses with a coherence time of
about 50 ns. The OTDR is still used for detection and
triggers the modulator. Results are presented in Fig. 5.
The pulse on the right shows clearly superluminal group
velocity. By fitting the position of the maximum of the
output pulse [18], we find W ’ �3500, consistent with
superluminal but non-negative group velocity, as
expected.

Comparison with other experiments.—Solli and co-
workers reported on a similar, but indirect, experiment
using polarized microwaves and a photonic crystal as
birefringent medium, with identical conclusions on the
group velocity [11]. Their conclusions were extracted
from phase measurements only, so, in particular, they
had no result on the signal velocity.

Most experiments on slow light have been performed
using electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT)
[7,19]. In EIT, the mode that carries information can be
transmitted without losses, which is not the case in our
experiment.

In conclusion, we presented an easy way to create slow
and fast light using a birefringent optical fiber and other
standard telecommunication components. The theoretical
part of this work was mainly devoted to the study of the
linear response function of our system G�!�, which is
determined by a weak value, thus extending the previous
work of [9]. In the experiment, we obtained clear evi-
dence for superluminal group velocities (Fig. 5); we also
203902-4
gave the first direct measurement of the signal velocity
[Fig. 4(a)], showing that the increase of the group velocity
does not increase the speed at which information travels.
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